
Discuss when, if ever, capital punishment can be viewed as a valid punishment 

for crime. 

 

"To err is human". Generally, criminals should be punished if we wan to have a  non-

violent society. However, it is important who are allowed to punish offenders. 

Although, majority of people praise capital punishment as the most appropriate 

punishment for culprits, from my point of view, decreeing this sentence is not 

acceptable, except for some harsh immoral acts. 

 

First, by virtue of being human, it we are inevitable to commit mistakes at any stage 

of our life. Regarding the complications of our   brains, analyzing the variety of 

people manner to react to the same circumstance in not completed by scientist. Thus, 

it is not surprising to face on illegal responses, cruel moral or ethical and legal 

reaction from the same situation. Though sometimes the people perform their reaction 

deliberately and not unintentionally, executing a person cannot render the situation 

better; it just make another criminals so insensible. 

 

As a man chastened his son, so that the Lord thy God chastened thee. Ethically, we 

are not allowed to deprive the people of their property, so, how we can let ourselves to 

take their life? According to this concept, capital punishment which offenders are 

executed doesn't comply with any ethical and moral rules. 

 

If he -who breaks the law-, is not punished- he who obeys it is cheated. This and this 

alone, is why lawbreakers ought to be punished. Some criminals commit crime 

deliberately. Moreover, they completely destroy the peaceful settlement of the world. 

A perfect instance is lots of dictators who kill millions of innocent people for their 

personal ambitious power-gathering; therefore; to authenticate peace among whole 

world, capital punishment is of course quite eligible for them. 

 

To sum up, I am strong of the belief that condemning the culprits to capital 

punishment is a common way to attack with committing crime that is raising ;it 

,however, depicts ethical manner at the worst pattern by taking their lives. We can 

rehabilitate offenders' manner to captive them and force them to work hard instead of 

executing them. 

 

By: Nazi Sadri  

 

Comment: Pay attention to the stormy beginning. 


